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The past few years have seen Web-based technology diffusing into a wide cross-section of industries, cutting across various barriers, and changing the way many companies do business. The healthcare industry, though relatively slow to adopt information technology (Eder and Darter, 1998), is no exception. Information technology is transforming the healthcare environment in ways that go beyond simple consumer health information Web sites (Hagland, 1997). Increasingly, the industry is leveraging information technology effectively to manage its business and address issues affecting patient care (Lankford, 1999).

At the heart of the healthcare industry lies the patient-physician relationship. The interaction between these two players usually occurs in a clinic/hospital setting. It is generally believed that the relationship between the patient and the physician is influenced not only by this interaction, but also by other interactions that a patient may have inside a clinic/hospital setting, such as interactions with nurses, staff, the registration desk, etc. However, changes brought about by information technology (a) allow players outside the clinic/hospital setting to influence the patient-physician relationship and (b) affect the way in which players and processes inside a clinic/hospital setting influence the patient-physician relationship. This chapter examines how Web technology affects the patient-physician relationship through its impact on players and processes both outside and inside a clinic/hospital setting.

The healthcare industry is complex and comprises many relationships between different players in the industry, for example, physicians, patients, pharmaceutical firms, and insurance firms. These relationships are often developed as separate dyads that are independent of each other. This has led to the healthcare industry being described as diverse.
and disconnected (Business Wire, 1999). However, information technology is changing the industry by introducing technology applications that increase and strengthen connectivity between the different players in the industry. The increased on-line connectivity is influencing marketing practices within the industry, which in turn are affecting the dynamics of the relationships between the different players in the industry.

In this chapter, we focus on the impact of Web-based technology on marketing practices within the healthcare industry and its impact on the relationships between the major players in the industry. In particular, we focus on the relationship between the patient and his/her physician. The first part of the chapter examines the dynamics of this relationship in the context of exchanges and interactions that patients and physicians have with the pharmaceutical and insurance companies, i.e., players outside the clinic/hospital setting. We present a simple conceptual model that shows how relationships in the industry have evolved as a result of technologically driven marketing practices. In the second part of the chapter, we examine how Web technology affects the way in which players and processes inside the clinic/hospital setting influence the patient-physician relationship. Specifically, we explore how Web technology streamlines administration within a clinic/hospital, increases patient education about their illness, enhances communication between patients and physicians and leads to an overall improvement in the quality of patient care. We balance our discussion of the virtues of Web technology by briefly discussing thorny legal and public policy issues that have been raised by the use of this technology in the healthcare industry.

**CONCEPTUAL MODEL DEPICTING INFORMATION FLOW**

The traditional flow of information between three important players in the healthcare industry has been sequential as shown in Figure 1.

The exchange that typically takes place between the pharmaceutical company, physician, and the patient can be depicted as sets of informational exchanges or transactions. Pharmaceutical companies communicate directly with physicians to promote their products to them while physicians interact with the company representatives to learn more about their products. The information flow is two-way: from the company to the physician, and from the physician to the company.

The physician and the patient also form a dyad where exchange of information takes place. Interestingly, in this dyad, it is very likely that the amount of relevant information that is exchanged between the two parties is asymmetric. This asymmetry arises from differences in motivation and knowledge structure between the two parties. The patient comes to the doctor because he/she needs information on his/her condition or ailment and describes his/her symptoms. The physician combines this external information from the patient with

*Figure 1: Model of Traditional Communication Flow between Primary Players in the Healthcare Industry*
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